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Subsurfae Texture MappingRésumé : La di�usion de la lumière à l'intérieur de matériaux partiipants est un phénomèneomplexe. Pour modéliser et rendre de tels matériaux, il est néessaire d'avoir une desriptionadaptée de eux-i ainsi qu'une simulation réaliste de leurs interations ave la lumière.Ce papier présente une tehnique de rendu adaptée aux matériaux multiouhes. Cettenouvelle méthode permet de modéliser des matériaux organiques omplexes omposés deouhes multiples à épaisseur variable. Basée sur l'algorithme du relief mapping, notreméthode permet le alul temps réel de la di�usion simple pour e type de matériau, ete en exploitant les performanes des artes graphiques. Notre méthode néessite le aluldes distanes parourues par la lumière à l'intérieur des di�érentes ouhes du matériau. Cealul est néessaire pour l'évaluation de l'atténuation de la lumière à l'intérieur du matériau.Nous proposons d'utiliser un algorithme d'approximation de surfae pour réaliser e alulrapidement. Notre algorithme est implementé à l'aide de pixel shader.Mots-lés : Rendu temps reel, GPU, Di�usion sous-surfaique
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4 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & Breton1 IntrodutionRendering realisti materials is essential for reating onvining images. The interationsbetween light and materials are often modeled by a BRDF (Bidiretional Re�etane Dis-tribution Funtion) whih assumes that light enters and exits the surfae at the same point.This assumption does not hold for many materials suh as marble, wax, milk, leaves andhuman skin. For these transluent materials, light does not only re�et o� the surfae, butsatters inside the medium before leaving the surfae. This phenomenon is alled subsurfaesattering. Sine suh materials are often seen in our day-to-day life, it is essential to o�ersolutions to the rendering of transluent materials. The e�ets of subsurfae sattering aremultiple: the objets appear smooth and soft sine light is di�used beneath their surfae.For some omplex materials, this phenomenon an also exhibit their inner omposition.Veins are visible under human skin, for instane.

Figure 1: Subsurfae texture mapping.This paper presents a rendering tehnique for materials made up of multiple layers, thethikness of whih is not neessarily onsidered as onstant unlike existing methods. Insuh a ase, the inner omposition of the material an be pereived as shown in Figure1, exhibiting blurry details inside the transluent objet where the sattering parametersvary. We used the onept of relief texture mapping [1℄ to model the interior of a material.However, instead of representing the surfae details, we use this method to represent theinner struture of the objet. Therefore, the layers of the material are desribed by a simple2D texture, where eah hannel enodes a thikness. Sine our method is not limited toloally �at surfaes, a useful surfae approximation is used to quikly estimate the singlesattering term.We propose a simple but realisti method that o�ers a real-time estimation of the single sat-tering term for suh omplex materials. Our method ould be onsidered between subsurfaerendering methods based on surfaes and 3D texture-based algorithms. Furthermore, our
INRIA



Subsurfae Texture Mapping 5solution also provides a ompat way to design transluent objets using a small amount ofdata, whereas 3D texturing requires a large amount of memory storage.This paper is strutured as follows. Setion 1.1 summarizes the related works and presentsour motivations while Setion 1.2 outlines our method that is desribed in detail in Setion2. Setion 3 shows some results and Setion 4 onludes this paper.1.1 Related Work and MotivationsThe radiative transport Equation [2℄, desribing the subsurfae sattering phenomenon, istoo omplex to be fully omputed at interative frame rates. Furthermore, the parametersof this equation suh as the sattering oe�ient or the phase funtion, an vary in the aseof non uniform media or transluent objet. Therefore, for materials suh as marble, smoke,or layered materials suh as skin or plant leaves, we annot use the approximations usuallyproposed for simplifying the equations.Light sattering within partiipating media or transluent objets an be omputed usingmultiple methods suh as path traing [3℄, volumetri photon mapping [4℄ and di�usion ap-proximation [5℄. Most of these methods o�er an aurate estimation of subsurfae satteringfor o�ine rendering but does not allow a fast rendering of transluent materials. However,in most ases, the omputational ost of those methods prevents their use for real-timerendering of transluent objets.The dipole based method due to Jensen et al [6℄ and proposed in real-time by [7, 8℄, deals withuniform materials, using a BSSRDF model (bidiretional subsurfae sattering re�etanedistribution funtion). Donner et al. [9℄ reently proposed a multipole based method toestimate subsurfae sattering within layered materials. This new method, extension of theprevious dipole approximation, provides realisti results lose to Monte Carlo estimations.Nevertheless, if the algorithm proposes realisti and lose to physially orret results, it doesnot o�er interative frame rates useful in many appliations. Another real-time method [10℄addresses sattering for general partiipating media but does not deal with multilayeredmaterials.3D textures [11℄ is the ommonly used method to desribe omplex and transluent objets.They allow to desribe the inner omposition of an objet, suh as the organs of a humanbody and thereby, as well as the rendering of the interior of the objets. Path traing anbe used for a orret estimation of subsurfae sattering. Implementation relying on 3Dtextures and using the GPU have been proposed in [12℄. However, 3D textures require largeamounts of data whih an be a major onstraint for real-time rendering. Note that someobjets do not require a omplex desription deep beneath the surfae. For example, thehuman skin presents partiularities, suh as veins, within a small depth beneath the surfae.In this ase, 3D textures appear unneessary and limiting. For that partiular ase, weneed both a surfae desription and a volume desription, giving further details lose to theobjet's surfae only.RR n° 0123456789



6 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & BretonIn this paper, we propose a novel desription of omplex materials. Rather than usingthe well-known 3D textures, we propose the use of simple 2D textures well handled bygraphis hardware. Our method an be onsidered as an alternative method for omputingsingle sattering within multilayered materials in real-time. Our approah allows a realistidesription of the layers of variable thikness using subsurfae texture mapping. Our methodfollows a similar onept than relief texture mapping introdued by Poliarpo et al. [1℄ andreently proposed to desribe non-height-�eld surfae details with multiple layers[13℄. Relieftexture mapping o�ers highly realisti appearane to syntheti objets while using a simplegeometry: �ne details upon the surfae are represented with a 2D texture. However, inour ase, the details are not above but beneath the surfae, whih reates, for instane,partiular veins e�et.1.2 Overview

(a) (b)Figure 2: Figure 2(a) presents a simple layered material and �gure 2(b) a material omposedof layers with variable thikness.In this paper we propose a new approah to modeling and real-time rendering of transluentorgani materials. The materials onsidered in our ase are omposed of multiple layers, eahone having partiular properties. In ontrast to methods using planar layers, our methodomputes single sattering into layers of variable thikness (f. Figure 2). With thesematerial properties one an render new e�ets not visible for layers of onstant thikness.In order to provide a real-time but realisti rendering, we limit our omputation to singlesattering. Our method, implemented on graphis hardware, uses a ray marhing algorithmillustrated in Figure 3.Modeling of layered material requires information about the thikness of the layers sinethis thikness varies beneath the surfae. We propose in Subsetion 2.1 the use of a 2D
INRIA



Subsurfae Texture Mapping 7texture to store the thikness of eah layer. We use this texture to determine the satteringparameters. The omputation of subsurfae sattering within this kind of non homogeneousmaterial requires a knowledge of the layers' parameters. To this end, we propose a pointand path loalization method.As shown in Figure 3, the re�eted luminane at point P is due to single sattering eventsourring along the viewing ray underneath the objet's surfae. We ompute the ontribu-tions of a ertain number of sample points M on the viewing ray until a ertain point Mmaxafter whih sattering is onsidered as negligible.

Figure 3: Ray marhing algorithm in a multilayered material.The single sattering ontribution, LM (P, ωout), at a visible point P and due to an innersample point M on the viewing ray, is expressed as:
LM (P, ωout) = Q(M,ωout)e

∫

P

M
−σt(s)ds (1)

Q(M,ωout) = σs(M)p(M,ωout, ωin)Lri(M,ωin), (2)where Lri(M,ωin) is the redued intensity at point M oming from diretion ωin and rep-resents the amount of inident light arriving at the inner point M after attenuation. Theterm e

∫

P

M
−σt(s)ds represents the attenuation of the sattered radiane due to absorption andsattering along the path from M to P . p(M,ωout, ωin) is the phase funtion and desribeshow the light oming from the inident diretion ωin is sattered in the outgoing diretion

ωout at point M .The total sattered radiane due to single sattering arriving at the point P is the sum ofthe ontributions of all points M on the viewing ray:
L(P, ωout) =

∫ Mmax

P

LM (P, ωout)dM (3)
RR n° 0123456789



8 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & BretonWe evaluate this last equation using a ray marhing algorithm, whih disretizes the equationas:
L(P, ωout) =

Mmax
∑

P

LM (P, ωout)δM (4)
=

Mmax
∑

P

Q(M,ωout)e

∫

P

M
−σt(s)ds

δM (5)where δM is the sampling step along PMmax.The term e

∫

P

M
−σt(s)ds is estimated by a ray marhing algorithm. This latter performs depthomparisons to determine the extintion oe�ient σt for eah layer. The estimation ofthe term Q(M,ωout) of Equation 1 requires the alulation of the redued intensity. Weshow in Subsetion 2.2 that the estimation of the redued intensity needs an estimate of thedistane ‖KM‖ traversed by the light in the material. We propose a method to omputean approximate value of this distane. This is one of the ontributions of this paper. Thesingle sattering result Q(M,ωout) at an inner point M also depends on the properties ofthe material. Thereby, we need to determine the layer in whih is loated the point M , toknow for instane the orresponding sattering oe�ient σs(M). To this end, we proposea simple material desription that allows fast point loalization guided by textures. Withthese ontributions, detailed in the next setion, real-time rendering of subsurfae satteringin suh materials an be ahieved using graphis hardware. In Subsetion 2.3 we proposeimplementation solutions for graphis hardware.2 Our MethodWe propose a simple but realisti solution to the rendering of multilayered materials. Inour ase, we do not assume the layers with a onstant thikness. We limit our omputationof subsurfae sattering to single sattering to meet the real-time onstraint. The next twosubsetions present the subsurfae texture mapping idea and a novel method to estimatethe redued intensity on arbitrary, non planar, polygonal surfae desribed by a mesh.The solutions provided by these two subsetions are ombined in our rendering algorithmpresented in Subsetion 2.3.2.1 Subsurfae Texture MappingIn this setion, we present the notion of subsurfae texture used to desribe the internalstruture of a transluent objet. Our method, built on the same idea as relief texturemapping proposed by [1℄, uses a texture as a depth map whih allows to desribe omplexobjets when mapped onto a �at polygon as shown in Figure 4. We propose to use a 2DINRIA



Subsurfae Texture Mapping 9

(a) (b) ()Figure 4: Subsurfae Mapping : The Figure 4(a) presents the subsurfae texture. The redhannel enodes a layer with a onstant thikness, the green and blue ones desribe layersomposed of veins with di�erent width. The alpha layer, not visible here, enodes a layerwith a uniform thikness. Figure 4(b) shows the representation (ross-setion) of suh amaterial. Figure 4() shows the resulting image obtained when applying suh a material onan arbitrary surfae.texture to desribe our multilayered material. Indeed, the depth of eah non planar layeran be enoded using a relief map. The presene of the four RGBα hannels of a textureallows to de�ne the thikness of four layers. The red hannel is related to the �rst layer andthe other hannels to the following layers.As shown in Figure 5, the depth stored in eah hannel represents the distane of the layersto the surfae in the diretion of the normal. The thikness of a layer an be obtained usingthe depth information stored into two onseutive hannels. N textures an desribe up to
4N layers, whih allows a omplex de�nition of a multilayered material. An algorithm usingray traing an be used to ompute the subsurfae texture when eah layer is desribed bya mesh.Estimating the single sattering at a point M beneath the surfae requires information onthe layer in whih is loated M . By omparing the depth of the point M and the relateddepth of eah layers stored into the texture, we an determine the layer of interest and useits spei� parameters.The proess of mapping our texture of layer thikness onto a polygonal surfae is presentedin Figure 6 and explained as follows:� determine PM , with the point M inside the medium and lying on the viewing ray.� Projet the vetor PM in the tangent spae (de�ned by the tangent T , normal N andbi-normal B vetors).

(ds, dt) = (PM · T, PM · B)

RR n° 0123456789



10 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & Breton

Figure 5: De�nition of the subsurfae map� use the projeted PM , (ds, dt), and the texture oordinates of the point P , (uP , vP ),to ompute the texture oordinates of M ′: (uM ′ , vM ′) = (uP , vP ) + (ds, dt)� determine the layer of the point M by omparing its depth with the depths of thelayers stored in the subsurfae texture at (uM ′ , vM ′).

(a) Pro�le of the material (b) Projeted vetor into the textureFigure 6: Projetion in the tangent spae.This proess is illustrated in Figure 6. Point P has a depth equal to zero. 6(b) presents theprojetion of the vetor PM into the texture spae. Note that the tangent and bi-normalare related to the texture oordinates. The tangent gives the diretion of variation of the utexture oordinate and the bi-normal gives the diretion of the variation of the oordinate
v. For more details see [14℄ and [1℄.This mapping allows a omplex desription of layered materials with simple loalization ofpoints within it using a single texture lookup. We an desribe up to 4N layers using NINRIA



Subsurfae Texture Mapping 11RGBα textures. This is one of our ontributions. We will see in the Subsetion 2.3 how toompute the single sattering using suh a material desription.2.2 Redued Intensity EstimationThis setion gives details on the alulation of the redued intensity Lri(M,ωin) (see Equa-tion 2) whih aounts for the attenuation of light within a multilayered material beforebeing sattered. Refer to Figure 7(a) for the explanations given hereafter.For the sake of larity, we �rst onsider the ase of a single layer material having a onstantextintion oe�ient σt. The alulation of the redued intensity depends on the amountof light Li(K,ωin) impinging onto the surfae of the medium at a point K and depends onthe distane ||KM || traversed by the light ray within the medium. The redued intensity isgiven by:
Lri(M,ωin) = Li(K,ωin)e−σt||KM || (6)The problem an be redued to the omputation of the distane ‖KM‖, the term Li(K,ωin)is given by the light soure intensity. This distane an be aurately obtained using raytraing. Nevertheless, using the graphis hardware, we annot ompute easily the interse-tion between the light ray SM and the surfae. For a fast estimation of the distane ||KM ||,without the need of detailed information about the surfae, we propose to use planar ap-proximations of the surfae whih, when interseted by the light ray SM , gives a reasonableestimate of the position of the point K (see Figure 7).Note that in [15℄ the authors present a method addressing a similar problem and imple-mented on the GPU. They use a planar approximation method to ompute the point hit bya re�eted or a refrated ray. Their method provides more aurate results and performsplanar approximations at runtime based on the model's geometry and rays (re�eted orrefrated). Our method is faster sine all the planar approximations are performed in asimple preproessing step, only based on the model's geometry and the material properties(extintion oe�ient).First, let us onsider the points M on the ray path lose to point P . In this ase, we observethat replaing the surfae by its tangent plane at P o�ers a reliable estimate of the distane.This is due to the proximity of the intersetion between the real surfae and the light rayand the intersetion of the light ray with the tangent plane. Most of the light sattered atpoints lose to P strikes the surfae at points also lose to the point P . Figure 7(b) presentsthe surfae approximation (in red) that an be used for these points M . Note in Figure 7(b)that this approah is not reliable when the light enters at points far from P sine the tangentplane gives an inorret estimate of the light entry point. Nevertheless, in these latter ases,the attenuation of light is signi�ant ompared to the attenuation of light impinging onto alose neighborhood of P . This is due to the distane of light traversal. We onsider thenthat the tangent plane o�ers a reliable approah of the surfae to estimate the sattering

RR n° 0123456789



12 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & Bretonontributions, even if it does not give aurate results for some low-level ontributions asexplained before.

(a) Single Sattering (b) Planar ApproximationsFigure 7: Redued intensity estimation using an estimate of the distanes.For more distant points beneath the surfae, the tangent plane at point P does not o�er asatisfying approximation of the surfae. Therefore, the tangent plane at point P does notapproximate well enough the surfae points at whih the light enters before being sattereddeeply within the medium. In Figure 7(b), the intersetion between the tangent plane andthe light ray SMmax is far away from the real intersetion point. We propose to use anotherplanar approximation of the surfae whih allows a more aurate estimation of the distanetraversed by the light within the medium. This new plane is drawn in green in the Figure7(b). For these distant points, to alulate the distane ‖KM‖, we need to make use of a

Figure 8: Neighborhood for the estimation of the plane related to Mmax.plane that better approximates the surfae around the point P where the light intersetsit. Suh a plane is determined in a preproessing step using a least square �tting algorithmINRIA



Subsurfae Texture Mapping 13operating on the verties of the surfae inluded in a spherial neighborhood entered atpoint P .The Figure 8 shows the points used for the alulation of suh a plane whose intersetionwith the view ray yields a reliable estimate of ‖KM‖. For eah vertex V of the surfae,we alulate its spherial neighborhood following the radiative transfer equation: points farfrom the vertex V do not ontribute to its outgoing radiane. Sine the light follows anexponential attenuation within the medium, the verties are onsidered as 'too far' from theonsidered vertex V when their distane from V is higher than a given maximum radius. Theradius of the neighborhood, represented by a sphere, depends on the extintion oe�ientof the material σt. The attenuation for a straight traversal of the light from a vertex L tothe vertex V is equal to e−σt‖V L‖ (in our ase, σt is the extintion oe�ient of the �rstlayer). If we onsider that the light oming from the vertex taken into aount in the planealulation as to be attenuated less than a user de�ned ǫ, it leads to the equation of theradius r of the sphere, derived as follows:
e−σt‖V L‖ ≤ ǫ

‖V L‖ ≤ − log(ǫ)
σt

,
(7)whih leads to:

r = −
log(ǫ)

σt

(8)In Figure 8 the verties out of the sphere are not taken into aount for the plane estimation.The approximated plane is then obtained with a surfae �tting tehnique using a rootmean square method. The Figure 7(b) shows the surfae approximation in green and theorresponding intersetion with the light ray.For a point M of intermediate depth, i.e. between point P and point Mmax on the raypath, we propose to use another approximating plane for the alulation of the attenuationdistane KM . This new plane is obtained using the tangent plane and the approximatedplane omputed for the point Mmax, alulated as desribed above. Eah plane is representedby a normal and a point. The plane related to M is denoted ΠM{ ~NM ;PM}. The normalvetor to this plane is obtained by interpolation of the normal to the tangent plane, i.e., thenormal of the surfae at point P , and the normal to the plane related to the point Mmax.
ΠM :

{

~NM = 1
(α+β) |[α

~NP + β ~NMmax
]

PM = 1
(α+β) [αPP + βPMmax

],
(9)where α = ‖MMmax‖ and β = ‖MP‖The alulation of ‖K ′M‖, estimate of ‖KM‖, is presented in Figure 9(a), where: h =

|PMM · NM |, h/‖K ′M‖ = cos(θ) and NM · ωin = cos(θ), whih leads to:
‖K ′M‖ =

|PMM · NM |

|NM · ωin|
(10)

RR n° 0123456789



14 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & Breton

(a) Calulation of the distane using the planeapproximation (b) Estimation of the distanes with the depthat point M and point K
′Figure 9: Distane Calulation.In the ase of a multilayered material, the attenuation of the inident light depends on theparameters of eah layer. For a three layers material, the Equation 6 is modi�ed as follows:

Lri(M,ωin) = Li(K,ωin)e−σ1
t d1e−σ2

t d2e−σ3
t d3 , (11)where di and σi

t are respetively the distane of the light path inside the ith layer and theextintion oe�ient of this layer. We propose to estimate the distanes using the same ideaproposed above. To obtain a orret information on the thikness of the layers along the lightray path, we require a ray traing or ray marhing algorithm with a large number of texturelookup into the subsurfae map. Sine we want a fast estimate of the redued intensity, we donot use suh algorithms and still alulate the distane ‖K ′M‖ as presented above, withouttaking the multiple layers into aount. To estimate the distanes di, distanes traversedby the light inside the ith layer, we use the depths DM
j and DK′

j stored into the subsurfaetexture map for points M and K ′ respetively, as shown in Figure 9(b). We obtain thetexture oordinates of the points M and K ′ by projeting the vetor PM , respetively PK ′,into the tangent spae and adding the results to the texture oordinates of point P . If wesuppose that the layer thiknesses between point M and point K ′ are onstant, then we anestimate the light path length in eah layer:
di ≈ min (‖K ′M‖ −

i−1
∑

j=0

Dj

cos(θ)
,

Di

cos(θ)
), (12)where Dj =

DM
j −DK′

j

2 is an estimate of the jth layer's thikness. This estimate gives reliableresults in most ases and an be quikly evaluated.
INRIA



Subsurfae Texture Mapping 15

(a) Ray marhing (b) Input variables. Note that the tangent Tand the binormal B are not representedFigure 10: Illustration of algorithms 1 and 2.2.3 AlgorithmThe implementation of the di�erent ideas exposed before is desribed by the Algorithms1 and 2. Single sattering omputation uses a ray marhing algorithm from the point Pto the point Mmax (see Figure 10(a)). Performed in image spae, our method is e�ientlyimplemented on ommodity graphis hardware. Some implementation details are desribedat the end of this setion.Our method onsists of three steps: (1) estimation of the redued intensity Lri that dependson the light attenuation along KM , K being the entry point of the light into the medium,(2) omputation of the light sattered at point M and (3) attenuation alulation of thesattered light along PM .Firstly, we ompute the redued intensity as explained by the Algorithm 2. This latteromputes the light ray/surfae intersetion as well as the distanes traversed by light withineah layer as seen in Subsetion 2.2. The output of this algorithm is the light attenuationalong KM , useful for the alulation of the redued intensity.Seondly, the single sattering term Q(M,ωout) is omputed following Equation 2 and usingthe phase funtion as well as the sattering oe�ient of the layer ontaining point M .Finally, the attenuation term e

∫

P

M
−σt(s)ds along the path ‖MP‖ is omputed. As we areusing a ray marhing algorithm, the attenuation at the next sample point along the viewingray an be omputed using the attenuation at the previous sample point. In this way, fortwo onseutive sample points MN and MN+1 on the path PMmax we have then:

e

∫

P

MN+1

−σt(s)ds
= e

(
∫

MN

MN+1

−σt(s)ds+
∫

P

MN

−σt(s)ds)

= e

∫

P

MN

−σt(s)ds
e

∫

MN

MN+1

−σt(s)ds
(13)

RR n° 0123456789



16 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & BretonIn the two algorithms, the sattering terms σi
t,σi

s and pi orrespond to the extintion oef-�ient, the sattering oe�ient and the phase funtion of the ith layer, respetively. Givena sample point M, the objetive is to determine the layer ontaining it and the assoiatedvalues of the sattering terms aordingly. When omparing the depth of point M with thelayer depths obtained by a single texture look-up, one an obtain the layer to whih belongs
M . To perform the texture lookup, PM is projeted into the tangent spae. This projetionis obtained using the projetion of vetor PMmax, (ds, dt), in Algorithm 1.The funtions FindLayer() and LayerThikness() used in Algorithms 1 and 2 are texturelook-up funtions giving respetively the number of the layer ontaining a point (using adepth omparison) and the thikness of the layers for given texture oordinates.Following these algorithms, the outgoing radiane of eah visible point of the projetedtransluent objet is omputed in the fragment shader. Some details of the rendering proessusing the graphis hardware are presented hereafter.The planar approximation, needed for the estimation of the redued intensity and presentedin Subsetion 2.2, is done in a preproessing step for eah vertex of the mesh representingthe surfae of the onsidered transluent objet. To eah vertex V , we apply a surfae �ttingalgorithm that results in a normal NSV to the approximated plane and a point PV lying onthis plane. Indeed, only NSV has to be saved sine PV an be reovered using:

PV = V + ‖NSV ‖NV (14)where NV is the normal at vertex V.At runtime, for eah visible point P of the transluent objet, a rasterization step alulatesthe normal NP at point P and the approximated plane normal NSP orresponding to P .This approximated plane normal is obtained by interpolating the normals of the approxi-mated planes preomputed for eah vertex of the mesh's triangle ontaining P . This stepalso provides the texture oordinates (uP , vP ) of the point P as well as the tangent andbi-normal vetors at P , say T and B. Then, these data are sent to the fragment shaderwhih omputes the single sattering.Before running the ray marhing algorithm, the fragment shader determines the point Mmax(lying on the viewing ray and within the medium) beyond whih sattering is onsidered asnegligible. Mmax is obtained as:
Mmax = P −

Depthmax

NSP · ωout

ωout (15)
NSP is the normal of the approximated plane assoiated with point P . As shown in Figure10, the diretion of the normal at point P does not point preisely to the medium depth, inpartiular when the surfae is bumpy. On the ontrary, the normal NSP of the approximatedplane an be used to desribe the global depth diretion without extra omputations.The other parts of our method an be implemented straightforwardly following Algorithms1 and 2. INRIA



Subsurfae Texture Mapping 17Algorithm 1 Subsurfae Texture MappingInputSee Figure 10(b)SubsurfaeTexture
numberofsamples = NInitialization
L(P, ωout) = 0
AttenuationPM = 1.0//Index of the urrent layer: CurrentLayer = 0
Mmax = P − Depthmax

NSP ·ωout
ωout

PMstep =
PMmax

numberofsamples//Projet the vetor PMmax into the tangent spae
(ds, dt) = (PMmax.T, PMmax.B)

TextureCoordinatesStep =
(ds, dt)

numberofsamples
(uM , vM ) = (uP , vP )
depthM = 0
depthStep = PMstep.NRay marhing algorithmfor i = 0 to numberofsamples do//Point M loalization:

CurrentLayer = FindLayer(depthM ,(uM , vM ),SubsurfaeTexture)//Estimate the redued intensity:
Lri(M,ωin) = ReduedIntensityComputation(

P ,M ,S,SubsurfaeTexture)//(see Algorithm 2).//Estimate the single sattering at point M:
L(M,ωout) = σCurrentLayer

s × Lri(M,ωin)
×pCurrentLayer(M,ωin, ωout)//Attenuate the sattered radiane along PM and add the ontribution of point M :

L(P, ωout)+ = L(M,ωout) × AttenuationPM
×PMstep//Move to the next sample M and ompute its texture oordinates and attenuation:

(uM , vM )+ = TextureCoordinatesStep
depthM+ = depthStep
M+ = PMStep

AttenuationPM× = e−σ
CurrentLayer
t ‖PMstep‖end forreturn L(P, ωout)
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18 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & BretonAlgorithm 2 Redued intensity omputationInputSee Figure 10(b)
i : sample numberurrentLayerPoint MTexture oordinates (uM , vM )Initialization
Lri(M,ωin) = 0
AttenuationKM = 1.0//Obtain the planar surfae approximation:
ωin = normalize(MS)

NM =
(i.NP + (numberofsamples − i).NSP )

(numberofsamples)

PM =
(i.PMmax

+ (numberofsamples − i).P )

(numberofsamples)
cos(θ) = NM · ωin//Calulate the distane ‖KM‖:
‖KM‖ = ‖PM M.NM‖

cos(θ)//Compute the thikness of the layers at point M :
(DM

1 ,DM
2 ,DM

3 ,DM
4 ) =LayerThikness(M ,(uM , vM ),SubsurfaeTexture)//Compute the thikness of the layers at point K:

K = M + ‖KM‖ωin

(uK , vK) = (uP , vP ) + (PK.T, PK.B)
(DK

1 ,DK
2 ,DK

3 ,DK
4 ) =LayerThikness(K,(uK , vK),SubsurfaeTexture)//Average thiknesses:

(D1,D2,D3,D4) = 1
2 ((DM

1 ,DM
2 ,DM

3 ,DM
4 )

+(DK
1 ,DK

2 ,DK
3 ,DK

4 ))for j = 0 to 4 do
dj = min (‖KM‖ −

∑j−1
n=0

Dn

cos(θ) ,
Dj

cos(θ) )end for//Calulate the attenuation along KM:
AttenuationKM = e−σ1

t d1 .e−σ2
t d2 .e−σ3

t d3 .e−σ4
t d4//Estimate the redued intensity:

Lri(M,ωin) = Li(K,ωin).AttenuationKMreturn Lri(M,ωin)
INRIA



Subsurfae Texture Mapping 193 ResultsWe have implemented our subsurfae sattering method using fragment programs writtenin nVidia Cg and experimented with several transluent objets. All the RGBα subsurfaetextures used in this paper have a resolution of 800 × 600. The results given in this paperhave been obtained on a 3.8 GHz PC with 1024 MB of memory and a GeFore 7800GTXwith 256 MB of memory.For the sake of more realism, we have added speular (glossy) and di�use re�etion ompo-nents to the �sh model to give the �sh's skin a saly and shiny appearane. Note that theglossiness emphasizes the transluent appearane of our objets (see [16℄ for more details).The data used for the �sh model are given by Figures 12 and 11. Even though the geometryof the �sh model is oarse, as shown in Figure 11, our method allows to exhibit �ner detailsas shown in Figure 13. This is due to our �ne subsurfae relief textures.

Figure 11: Our method does not require densely tesselated objets, hene reduing the ostof vertex proessing.An RGBα subsurfae texture enodes the thikness of the layers. One hannel of the texturerefers to one layer. Note that eah hannel is reated as a single graysale image desribingthe distane from the layer to the surfae of the transluent objet. A subsurfae textureis easily reated as follows. First, we use an image proessing software to reate graysaleimages, where the intensity of a pixel is inversely proportional to the thikness. In otherwords, a high intensity orresponds to a low thikness. Next, we map this subsurfae textureon the meshed model using a 3D modeler. Figure 12(a) represents the ompositing of thehannels orresponding to three layers. The hannel α is not used for the �sh model. thered hannel is almost onstant and desribes a �rst layer with a onstant thikness. Thenext layers presented in Figures 12(b) and 12() orrespond to the green and blue hannels.
RR n° 0123456789



20 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & Breton

(a) RGB Subsurfae texture map
(b) Green hannel () Blue hannelFigure 12: Subsurfae texture map of the �sh model.Table 1 gives the sattering oe�ients used for the �sh model. We have used the Shlikphase funtion p(θ) = 1−g2

4π(1+g cos(θ))2 where θ is the angle between ωin and ωout and g isalled the average osine desribing the degree of anisotropy of the phase funtion. Note thatthe parameter g of the phase funtion as well as the extintion and sattering oe�ientsare not uniform.
σs(mm−1) σt(mm−1)Layers R G B R G B gDermis 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.6 1.6 1.6 0.25Blood 6.0 3.0 2.0 6.6 3.6 2.6 0.40Organs 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 2.5 0.80Table 1: Sattering oe�ients used for the �sh model.
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Subsurfae Texture Mapping 21Figure 13 shows images provided by our method and orresponding to two di�erent lighton�gurations. Three point light soures are used, one behind, one beneath and one in frontof the objet. One an easily and aurately distinguish the internal struture of the �shmodel.
(a) (b)Figure 13: Fish model under two di�erent lighting on�gurations.The number of light soures inreases the rendering time but does not represent the mainbottlenek of the algorithm whih is the ray marhing step. The di�erent pitures presentedin this paper have been omputed with 100 sampling points along the viewing ray. Table 2gives a omparison of the rendering times for di�erent models with di�erent sample numbers(see Figure 14). All the models have been rendered at a resolution of 800 × 600 pixels.Images rendered with only 10 samples su�er from aliasing artifats. This aliasing problemdepends on the global depth of the layers. Nevertheless, artifats disappear in most asesfor ray marhing with 50 samples or more. The images reated with 50 samples and 100samples are almost similar (some small di�erenes an appear at grazing angles).

(a) 10 samples (b) 20 samples () 50 samples (d) 100 samplesFigure 14: Fish model rendered with di�erent number of samples.
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22 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & Bretonnumber of samples �sh model geko model10 126 fps 120 fps50 51 fps 33 fps100 20 fps 16 fpsTable 2: Comparison of the rendering time for di�erent sample numbers

(a) (b)Figure 15: Close-up of the �sh model, with subsurfae mapping and geometry.Figure 15 shows a loser view of the �sh model. Notie the volumetri appearane of theinterior, even with a oarse mesh. The speular e�et gives the viewer a hint of the positionof the model's surfae, giving then a good idea of the inner distanes.Our rendering algorithm provides the objets with a transluent appearane with new e�etsdue to the variability of the layer thiknesses. Indeed, the eyes and the abdomen of the �shappear darker beause of their proximity to the surfae. The bumps on the geko skin aremore or less visible depending on the position of the viewpoint. These volumetri e�ets areommonly observed in our daily life and an be easily interpreted by an observer.The Figures 17 and 18 give some results obtained using two other objets: a geko model anda human head model. For the geko model, subsurfae texture mapping is used to desribeits transluent bumpy skin. Sine the thikness of the skin is small, the relief appearane isless visible ompared to the �sh model. As for the human head model, the skin is desribedusing a veins subsurfae texture omparable to the one presented in Figure 4(a). The skinof these two models is omposed of three layers.
INRIA



Subsurfae Texture Mapping 234 Conlusion and Future WorkWe have proposed a method for modeling and rendering subsurfae sattering in real-timeusing programmable GPUs. Our method allows an intuitive desription of omplex materialsmade up of multiple layers of variable thikness, o�ering then new e�ets often observable inour daily life. Our layer desription is simple sine it uses lassial texturing already availablein ommodity graphis ards. With this desription it is possible to represent multilayeredtransluent objets at a low ost (low memory storage) using the di�erent hannels of atexture. Computing subsurfae sattering requires the determination of the points at whiha light ray enters the transluent objet. We have proposed a fast method based on loallyplanar approximation of objet's surfae to approximate these points.Our method omputes single sattering for objets lit by point light soures. Our nextgoal is to ompute single sattering under environment lighting ondition. The use of anenvironment map would lead to omplex estimates of the redued intensity. Another goal isto takle the problem of multiple sattering omputation. Our urrent algorithm an alsobe improved following the ideas proposed in [13℄ desribing non-height-�eld surfae detailswith multiple layers.
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24 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & Breton

(a)Figure 16: Fish model : 1396 verties, 2788 triangles
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Subsurfae Texture Mapping 25

Figure 17: Rendering of a geko model : 9774 verties, 10944
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26 Franois & Pattanaik & Bouatouh & Breton

Figure 18: Rendering of a human head model : 36572 verties, 73088 triangles.
INRIA
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